Call for Participation

REFSQ’16 will take place from March 14-17, 2016 in Gothenburg, Sweden!

The REFSQ’16 special theme is “Understanding an ever changing world through the right requirements”.

Keynote Speakers

Magne Jørgenssen, Simula Norway
Roel Wieringa, University of Twente, the Netherlands

Scientific Program

21 papers papers will be intensively discussed in the REFSQ typical discussion sessions.

6 workshops featuring the topics of: Continuous Requirements Engineering, Creativity in Requirements Engineering, Requirements Engineering for the Pre-contract Phase, Requirements Engineering and Testing, Requirements Engineering for Self-Adaptive and cyber Physical Systems.

Doctoral Symposium
Posters & Demos Session

Industry Track

Keynote: Sarah Gregory, Intel, USA
6 Industrial Talks

Research Methodology Track

This track features lively discussions giving you the opportunity to learn about research methods used in RE research.

Social Event

Join us for a memorable Social Event on March 16....

The detailed program will be available at: https://refsq.org/2016/conference-program/
The online registration service is available at: https://refsq.org/2016/event-information/registration/